THE COMPANY
COSMETIC SERVICE was born from an unusual idea, a dream, of Michele Ceolin and Susanna Sartori in 1999: starting
from the manufacturing of nail polish and nail polish removers, which is now our core business.
From that on, in couple of years, Cosmetic Service developed a wide range of both Italian and foreign customers, with
an yearly production of over 10.000.000 units. Our staﬀ is made up of 35 employees, including oﬃces, laboratory and
production deptms. Since 2013, other technology investments have been done and other make up items have been
introduced. From 2016 on, thanks to the buy-out of a small company specilized in the emulsion and powders, we are
now able to formulate our textures and set up completem, customized Made in Italy color make-up collections for
our clients (private/white labels). We currently supply big quantities, but we support smaller projects as well,
according to more restrained quantity, which are sometimes a bit more complicated to run but heplful to those who
wants to start with the business. In addition, working oversea, especially for Us market, permits us to come out in
time with trend products of the period as well as to anticipate market’s demands oﬀering the most popular cosmetic
products\formulae.
We abide by the Full Service\Turnkey philosophy, consisting of the CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE IDEA, preparation
of the sample in the laboratory, for client’s approval production, graphic trials, labelling, packaging, all the
way up to the dispatching. Quality, safety and manufacturing times are always ensured. We are a reliable
reference point for any company that seeks original, customized solutions.

OUR MISSION
Our goal is to oﬀer the richest range of products, and to provide the best service possible, in order to meet
market’s needs, which are constantly evolving. EXPERIENCE, QUALITY, PASSION AND CREATIVITY are the key words
that describe our company. Cosmetic Service oﬀers cutting-edge technology for the creation of customized
cosmetics. A Full Service solution that follows the customer from the design to the manufacturing of the ﬁnal, readyto-sell product.
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